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Why Balterio suits
PURE STONE your home…
p. 29
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BE INSPIRED BY THE DIFFERENT MOODS AND LET YOUR SPIRIT ROAM FREE.
LEARN ALL ABOUT THE DIVERSE COLLECTIONS, DECORS AND FINISHES.
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Finishes &
structures

Collections

37

78

Inspirations
Discover what we have to offer.
Be inspired by the different
styles and ﬁnishes you’ve always
dreamed of.
p. 37

Collections
Learn all about the diverse
collections, decors and ﬁnishes.
p. 50

Accessories

Magnitude
Tradition Sapphire
Tradition Sculpture
Tradition Elegant
Tradition Quattro
Quattro Eight
Quattro Vintage
Stretto
Renaissance
Optimum
Dolce
Senator
Pure Stone

p. 52
p. 54
p. 56
p. 58
p. 60
p. 62
p. 64
p. 66
p. 68
p. 70
p. 72
p. 74
p. 76

Accessories
TRUE MATCHING®
skirting and proﬁles:
the perfect ﬁnish for your
Balterio laminate floor.
p. 78

SUBFLOORS
to dampen transmission
and/or walking sound.
p. 80
50929

Inspirations
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Style.
Quality.
Simplicity.
From modern patterns to
true-to-nature woodgrain
structures, Balterio laminate
floors help you to create your
own personal living area.
Whatever style you choose,
you will always get a warm
result.

STYLE.
QUALITY.
SIMPLICITY.

Balterio offers warranties
for up to 25 years.

A laminate floor is easy
to maintain.

TIP Clean with a slightly damp floor cloth and dry with a

clean cloth. Always clean your floor in the direction of the
wood grain. Even a plank floor with V-grooves is easy to clean
because the grooves are covered with a unique foil strip that
repels dirt.
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CMYK: 50/36/0/19

NEW TREND

Vintage is hip!
Integrate a period and style
from the last century into your
home. For example, untreated
wooden furniture from the
1950s is undergoing a real
revival. But a laminate floor
from the Quattro Vintage
collection can also create a
unique atmosphere in your
home, giving it that ‘lived-in’
feeling.

Quattro Vintage > p. 64
Discover our other innovative
structures on p. 34

DISCOVER
THE NEW
COLLECTION
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EMBRACE
THE FUTURE
Balterio unites social,
economic and ecological
interests in a sustainable
manner. The production
process is optimised,
while the impact on
the environment is
minimised. All laminate
bears the PEFC label, the
warranty for responsible
forestry management and
preservation.

100% healthy

Moreover Balterio laminate
is not glued. The different
layers are compressed to form
a stable plank. This means
that there are some ten
times fewer volatile organic
compounds than required
under the E1 standard.
Therefore Balterio laminate is
just as healthy as real wood.

The sound and
sensation of a
true parquet ﬂoor

Thanks to the use of high-quality
materials, the necessary expertise
and an innovative production
process.

&
Laminate and
underﬂoor
heating?

The perfect match! Thanks to
our subfloors there is no loss
of performance.

Balterio offers a range of three high-quality subfloors.
Make the comparison and choose the right subfloor for
your home. > p. 81

It clicks
straight away
with Balterio...

100%
BELGIAN !
Balterio laminate is developed
and produced in Belgium
from where it is distributed
across the whole world.

WITH THE RIGHT
SUBFLOOR YOU
CAN DAMPEN
ANY NOISE

With the Balterio click
systems it is extremely easy
to install laminate. Roll your
laminate floor planks into
each other, allow the planks
to fall into each other or just
push them together. Whether
you choose ClickXpress®,
DropXpress® or PressXpress®,
each system guarantees
a strong and seamless
transition.

FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS
ON THE PACKAGING OR SEE
THE INSTALLATION VIDEO ON
WWW.BALTERIO.COM, FOR
THE PERFECT RESULT:
FOLLOW ALL THE
INSTRUCTIONS STEP BY STEP
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Installation > p. 33 or www.balterio.com
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TIPS for your interior

COUNTRY LIVING

V-GROOVE OR
NO V-GROOVE?

WHICH DIRECTION?

An interior in harmony with the environment?
Go for classic with a contemporary twist.
Laminate flooring with a soft wood structure
offers a balance between tradition and trends.

Laminate with a V-groove
emphasises a rural character,
while laminate planks
without V-grooves provide a
cleaner, tighter look. A ﬁne
micro-V-groove is perfect for
both kinds of interior.

Lay the laminate along the
length of the room or in
the direction of the main
light source. The selected
installation direction can
make a living space look
longer or wider.

Your laminate floor is only
really complete with the
matching skirting in the
same design as the
laminate floor.
True matching® accessories > p. 78

LAMINATED FLOORS
CAN CERTAINLY STAND
ROUGH HANDLING
Thanks to their high wearresistance Balterio floors can
withstand the impact of heels,
falling objects, a burning
cigarette, stains, etc.
Read more on p. 30.
It is not without good
reason that Balterio
offers a 25-year warranty.
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FOR ANY
STYLE
&
ALWAYS
A WARM
RESULT

Wide choice of
different styles
Thanks to innovative ideas, inventive
processes and eye-catching designs, Balterio
offers a wide choice. From modern patterns to
true-to-nature woodgrain structures, Balterio
laminate floors help you to create your own
personal living area. Balterio laminate floors
have style. Your style.
Be inspired from p. 37 or on www.balterio.com
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Get inspiration on
www.balterio.com
and discover our
extensive range.

3x
SAY HELLO TO...

WHY
THEY
CHOSE
BALTERIO
Look in on three families who have
installed Balterio laminate in their homes,
and ﬁnd out why they chose Balterio. We
will be visiting families in historic Bruges,
the Rijnmond area of Rotterdam and
Vordorf, Germany. Welcome to their homes!
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“ FOR OUR FIRST HOME TOGETHER, EVERYTHING HAD
TO BE PERFECT, INCLUDING THE LAMINATE FLOORING ”
Welcome to Linda and Mathijs’s home in Rotterdam, the Netherlands
For their first purchased home together Linda and Mathijs were looking for a sleek
high-quality floor in a very specific colour. It also had to be suitable for people with
allergies. Balterio laminate flooring met both of these requirements.
Spijkenisse is a municipality in
Rotterdam in South Holland.
Many people who work in the
port live in the Rijnmond area,
and Linda is one of them. She
lives with Mathijs – an official
– in a minimalist contemporary
home. “The house is special
because it is the first home we
have bought together. For the
first few days it still felt like a
weekend retreat, but now we
have the cosy at-home feeling
that you should have in your
home.”

10

A beautiful renovation
project
The couple, who are in their
late twenties, have now been
living in the renovated house
for almost a year. Linda knew
the building already, since she
sometimes passed it when she
was walking her dog. “For two
years the house was empty.
When it was put up for sale,
we immediately contacted the
estate agent to have a look.
The house was in need of a
facelift, but there was plenty

of light, which immediately felt
good.”
Linda, who likes running, and
Mathijs, a keen golfer, took on
the entire renovation project
in a sportsmanlike manner.
“Everything was tackled and
freshened up: the kitchen and
bathroom, the walls, ceilings
and floors in every room. It
was quite a job!”

FROM EVERY
ANGLE THE WOOD
STRUCTURE SEEMS
TO DANCE IN THE
LIGHT
11

“ THE LUXURIOUS
FEEL AND THE
SPECIFIC COLOUR
MADE US OPT FOR
THIS LAMINATE
FLOORING ”

Luxury laminate ﬂooring
Laminate flooring was laid
throughout. “When we bought the
house there was a different floor in
every room, and even loose carpet
tiles on the upper floors. On the
advice of our families, we opted for
laminate flooring. It’s really good
value for money, and laminate
flooring repels dust, which are two
major advantages.”
There was one condition, however.
“For the living space downstairs we
had a dark colour in mind. At Balterio
we found the perfect floor: Titanium
Oak has a luxurious look and creates
a unique atmosphere in our home.
The grey, slightly glossy laminate
is just our style. In any case, we
wanted a high-quality floor here
because this is our living space. On
the first and second floors we have a
pale Balterio laminate floor.”

DECOR: 557 TITANIUM OAK
COLLECTION: MAGNITUDE (P. 52)
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“ WHENEVER PEOPLE VISIT
US, WE END UP TALKING
ABOUT THE FLOORING ”

13

DECOR: 557 TITANIUM OAK
COLLECTION: MAGNITUDE (P. 52)
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“ WE WANTED A
HIGH-QUALITY
FLOOR BECAUSE
THIS IS OUR MAIN
LIVING SPACE ”

BEDROOM AND DRESSING ROOM
Here they installed the laminate
themselves, with the help of a friend.

DECOR: 747 CONTINENTAL OAK
COLLECTION: DOLCE (P. 72)

“ THE FITTED
CARPET UPSTAIRS
HAD TO GO, AS
LINDA IS ALLERGIC
TO DUST ”

Endless possibilities
Mathijs and Linda only realised
while they were in the process
of searching that laminate
flooring is about much more than
choosing a colour. “Should we
use laminate with short or long
planks, narrow or wide planks,
with or without V-grooves,
different structures…
With Balterio the possibilities
are endless.”
Self-installation or
installation by a
professional?
On the ground floor, the laminate
was laid by an installer. For the
laminate flooring on the upper
floors, Mathijs himself rolled
up his sleeves. It must be said,
the floor is really eye-catching:
“Whenever people visit us for
the first time, we end up talking
about the laminate.”

SOME LAMINATE FLOORS ARE ONLY AVAILABLE IN CERTAIN COUNTRIES

PALE LAMINATE FROM BALTERIO
Soft colours – from beige to greyish tones –
can be found in all the different Balterio collections.
Explore all our decors on page 50 and following.

581
SUPERIOR OAK

795
SUEDE OAK

690
VANILLA OAK

750
ABBEY OAK

692
IMPERIAL OAK

796
SANDSTORM OAK
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1 HOUSE, 130 M2 OF BALTERIO LAMINATE
FLOORING, 6 ROOMS, 5 DIFFERENT DECORS
Welcome to Katrin and Dennis’s home in Vordorf, Germany
What do you do when you can’t make up your mind? You just take
everything ... In Katrin and Dennis’s home there are five different Balterio
laminate floors.
We are in Vordorf, a village
in the middle of the forests
between Wolfsburg and
Braunschweig in northern
Germany. Katrin and Dennis
live with their two children
Lasse and Romy in a new
house. “Actually, we never
planned to build: we were
planning to renovate a house.
But when an estate agent
who we knew showed us this
land, we didn’t hesitate for
long.”

16

Life in the countryside
Dennis runs a business from
home in checkout registration
systems. Katrin works as
a personnel consultant in
Hanover, but feels at home in
the countryside: “We live in
the middle of the countryside,
and yet everything we need
is relatively close by, which
is a luxury for us. Taking Paul
and Lotti (the family’s pug
dogs – ed.) for a walk in the
neighbourhood is always a

pleasure. We can completely
unwind here.”
Several different ﬂoors
Balterio laminate was
installed in the hall, the
living-/dining-room, Dennis’s
office, and all the bedrooms.
You notice at once that each
room has a different laminate
floor. “We are not trying to
achieve one specific style:
we feel more at home in a
mix of styles. The laminate

We opted for Balterio because
of the range, the natural-looking
decors, the practicality and the
fact that it can be used with
underfloor heating.

EVERYONE CHOSE THEIR
OWN LAMINATE FLOORING ...
17

LAMINATE IS SUITABLE FOR
UNDERFLOOR HEATING:
THE FLOOR LITERALLY AND
FIGURATIVELY RADIATES
WARMTH
DECOR: 437 LIBERTY OAK
COLLECTION: TRADITION QUATTRO (P. 60)
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flooring needed to be beautiful and
look natural, but also had to be
functional. The fact that laminate is
affordable and easy to reposition was
an advantage to us.”

NATURAL &
WARM
All the Balterio
decors have a natural
look and can be
used with underfloor
heating.

Why choose ﬁve different
laminate ﬂoors?
“My wife couldn’t choose,” says
Dennis laughing. “It’s true,” she says,
“and then I changed my mind twice.
There was so much choice, so many
beautiful colours and structures ...
Now each room has its own individual
quality. I like it like this. It gives our
home lots of character.”
For his office, the sporty Dennis
opted for a bold decor: Black Walnut
in narrow planks from the Stretto
collection. Warm-hearted Katrin chose

HOME OFFICE
Dennis runs his business
from home.

RE

BEFO

DECOR: 516 BLACK WALNUT
COLLECTION: STRETTO (P. 66)
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“ IT WAS HARD TO
CHOOSE AS THERE WERE
SO MANY BEAUTIFUL
COLOURS AND
STRUCTURES ... ”

20

GIRL’S BEDROOM
Pole-vaulter Romy has a busy
schedule: she trains six times a week.
In her room she can relax.

“ EACH ROOM IS
UNIQUE, AND THIS
GIVES OUR HOME
LOTS OF
CHARACTER ”

the laminate for the hall, the living
area and the master bedroom.
The young footballer Lasse and
his fourteen-year-old sister Romy,
a pole-vaulter, were allowed to
choose the furniture for their
bedrooms and also decide which
laminate they wanted. “The
children both chose a flooring
with a warm tone and a structure
that feels like real wood. It’s very
natural-looking, in common with all
the Balterio laminates.”

SOME LAMINATE FLOORS ARE ONLY
AVAILABLE IN CERTAIN COUNTRIES
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DECOR: 754 HEMLOCK WHITE
COLLECTION: DOLCE (P. 72)
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“ THE INSTALLATION OF THE
LAMINATE FLOORING WAS
THE ONLY THING THAT WENT
SMOOTHLY DURING THE
CONSTRUCTION OF OUR HOUSE ”

.

BOY’S BEDROOM
Footballer Lasse
also trains at home –
something which is
necessary if he wants
to be as good as his
football hero.

High quality for a
decent price
Dennis and Katrin were
primarily looking for a floor that
was suitable for underfloor
heating. A floor that radiated
warmth – literally and
figuratively. So they didn’t want
tiles, but something made
of wood. “On the Internet,
we came across a dealer in
Leipzig. He advised us to use
Balterio laminate, a beautiful
and affordable flooring solution.
Balterio offered high quality for
a decent price, along with quick
delivery.”
Professional installation
Because of their busy schedule
the couple had little time to
lay the floor themselves. They
therefore chose to have the
laminate fitted by an installer.
“After many setbacks during the
construction of our house, the
fitting of the laminate flooring
went very smoothly. The job
was finished in just two days. It
was a very professional service,
as you can see from the result.
We are extremely satisfied.”
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A HISTORIC HOUSE, A CONTEMPORARY INTERIOR,
165 M2 OF TIMELESS LAMINATE FLOORING
Welcome to Isabelle and Steven’s home in Bruges, Belgium
Isabelle and Steven opted for quality: Balterio offers a long warranty period. In their
home they have easy-care laminate flooring with a natural appearance that everyone
finds beautiful. A wise choice if they want to rent their house out later on …
A house with a future
When Isabelle and Steven
decided to move in together
four years ago, they bought
an old house in the centre of
Bruges. They felt that renting
was a waste of money, and
preferred to invest in a house in
order to rent it out themselves
later on. “This is an ideal starter
home for young, active people.
Previously the house was
divided up into small rooms. We
have completely opened it up
and refreshed everything.”

24

Laminate for everyone
The house contains 165 m2 of
laminate flooring. “The laminate
had to be beautiful but ‘neutral’
in the sense that the floor
needed to appeal to everyone.
If we ever want to rent out the
house, this floor will fit with
many different styles. Laminate
flooring is also very easy to
maintain. These are two factors
that will work to our advantage
in the long term.”
Isabelle and Steven had each
chosen their favourite floor in
the brochure, but on the basis

of samples they received from
the dealer, they finally opted for
a different colour. “The samples
were very useful for seeing how
the floor would look in the light
in our home. We both moved
away from our first choices.
Bleached Oak eventually
seemed the best match for our
house. It has a very timeless
appearance.”
The couple’s friends, who enjoy
visiting them, think so too. “The
laminate flooring is a constant in
our house and creates a warm,
natural atmosphere. It makes

“ THE FLOOR IS
A CONSTANT IN
OUR HOUSE ”
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“ WE ARE VERY
PROUD TO
HAVE LAID
THE FLOOR
OURSELVES ”

you feel relaxed. We always get
very positive reactions from
family and friends.
Completely self-ﬁtted
Amateur chef Steven fitted the
laminate flooring himself. “There
is laminate throughout the house,
except in the bathroom. We
are very proud to have laid the
flooring ourselves,” he relates.
“The installation went smoothly,
with the planks clicking together
quickly and easily. In just two
weekends the entire laminate
floor had been laid. And the
results are impressive, if I say so
myself …”
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SOME LAMINATE FLOORS ARE ONLY
AVAILABLE IN CERTAIN COUNTRIES

“ WE CHOSE A TIMELESS
LAMINATE FLOORING,
BECAUSE WE PLAN TO
RENT THE HOUSE OUT
LATER ON ”

27
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BALTERIO
LAMINATE
FLOORS
SUIT
YOUR HOME

QUALITY

HARMONY

SIMPLICITY

STYLE

Buying a Balterio
laminate floor is a
long-term investment.
We offer peace of
mind because we
believe in combining
high quality
materials with the
best craftsmanship,
enabling us to offer
a 25 year warranty
on most of the
collections.

We care about the
environment. That’s
why all Balterio laminate
floors are certiﬁed by
the Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest
Certiﬁcation Schemes
(PEFC). One of PEFC’s
main objectives is to
preserve our forests. It
ensures that each time a
tree is felled, a new one
is planted.

Our installation
systems make our
laminate flooring
real easy to install.
And with your ease
of use in mind,
we’ve minimised the
maintenance required.
All our floors are
scratch, moisture and
stain resistant*.

Different people,
different tastes,
different styles.
We offer you an
extensive range of
decors, ﬁnishes and
structures because
your home reflects
your personality.

Superior value

with nature

Easy installation
& maintenance

of decors, ﬁnishes
and structures

* EN 13329
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INNOVATIVE
TOP LAYER AND
STRUCTURES

LIVELY
DECORS

SUPERIOR
QUALITY

STRONG CLICK
CONNECTION

HIGH DENSITY
CORE
HDF BOARD

We are proud of the styling and
durability of our floors. We control
every step in the production
process to make sure that it meets
the strict production standards
implemented in our vertically
integrated plant.
The result? 5 to 25 year warranty
on our floors, both in residential
and commercial use.

AN EXCELLENT TOP
LAYER AND HIGH QUALITY
HDF CORE MAKE YOUR
LAMINATE FLOOR:

1 WEAR RESISTANT
The wear resistance is
guaranteed by a wear
resistant top layer in
combination with the
High Density core HDF
board.

2 IMPACT-RESISTANT
GUARANTEE FOR
COMMERCIAL USE
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lichtblauw: 50% van pantone 281 c
CMYK: 50/36/0/19

GUARANTEE FOR
RESIDENTIAL USE

The high quality HDF
core boards can resist
sudden impacts from
high heels, falling objects
and the pressure marks
caused by furniture legs.

CAREFREE ENJOYMENT
THANKS TO QUALITY

3 CIGARETTE PROOF
A fallen burning cigarette
that is for a few seconds
on your Balterio laminate
floor won’t leave the
slightest trace.

4 DIMENSIONALLY
STABLE

The high quality core
boards limit the effect of
relative humidity on your
Balterio laminate floor,
in comparison with solid
wood or chipboard. Any
small degree of swelling of
1 mm per walking meter is
dealt with by means of an
expansion joint.

5 SCRATCH-RESISTANT 7 MOISTURE-RESISTANT
Your Balterio laminate
floor can easily withstand
scratches from ofﬁce chairs
with soft rubber wheels.
However, to keep sand from
scratching your floor, it is best
to use a doormat.

6 SLIP-RESISTANT

A slippery floor constitutes
a danger for you and your
housemates. To keep you from
falling, our engineers have
worked hard to improve slip
resistance. Our floors now
score 45 % better than the
norm*.

Balterio produces the HDF
core boards itself and applies
the highest standards
regarding swelling and
expansion.

8 STAIN-RESISTANT

Sauce, spaghetti, jam or coffee
stains can ruin a carpet or
solid parquet floor. With a
Balterio floor, stains need not
be a disaster. Even magic
markers, lipstick or nail
varnish can easily be removed
with a drop of acetone on a
clean cloth.

* EN 13329

SCAN FOR
MORE INFO
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IN HARMONY
WITH
NATURE
Embrace
the
future!

Quality and
Innovation
made in Europe

Our program of sustainable
entrepreneurship is called
‘Embrace the Future’ and has
four strategic axes: production,
innovation, certiﬁcation and
community. The objective
of ‘Embrace the future’ is to
combine ecological, social
and economic interests in a
proﬁtable way.
In our production process we
try to reduce or avoid waste
and where possible, to recycle
and re-use it. Moreover, the
Balterio laminate floors are
PEFC-certiﬁed guaranteeing
a.o. the preservation of
our forests (more info:
www.pefc.org).

Innovative techniques and
the use of high quality raw
materials ensure a safe
installation: Balterio laminate
floors contain 10 times less
formaldehyde than the required
norm. As a result Balterio
laminate floors bear the
Blue Angel eco-label and
A+ (more info:
www.balteriosustainability.com).
Balterio laminate floors are
perfectly compatible with
underfloor heating and, under
strict conditions, water-based
floor cooling without causing
a higher energy cost than
with traditional heating
systems. See our website
www.balterio.com.

ÉMISSIONS DANS L’AIR INTÉRIEUR*

A+

A+ A B C
ÉMISSIONS DANS L’AIR INTÉRIEUR*

A

A+ A B C
ÉMISSIONS DANS L’AIR INTÉRIEUR*

A
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A+ A B C
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C

MORE INFO ABOUT BALTERIO’S PROGRAMME
FOR SUSTAINABILITY CAN BE FOUND AT
WWW.BALTERIOSUSTAINABILITY.COM

EASY
INSTALLATION
AND
MAINTENANCE

The click systems
make the installation of
our floors true ‘simplicity’.

ClickXpress®

DropXp
opXprress®

PressXp
essXprress®

ClickXpress®
ensures a quick
installation.

With DropXpress®
everything falls
perfectly together.

Simply press the
planks together with
PressXpress®.

This rotation system makes
it easy to roll the panels
together with a sturdy,
seamless floor as a result.
When moving house or
renovating, you can take
the laminate out and roll
them back together easily.
Sturdy, reliable, and 25 %
faster installation time.

On the short side of
the Stretto planks
Balterio introduces the
DropXpress® (DXP)
installation system. From
now on the laminate
planks simply fall into each
other on the short side.
The planks join together
seamlessly thanks to the
U-proﬁle.

The innovative PressXpress®
(PXP) fold-down installation
system is available in the
Quattro Vintage collection.
The clip* inside the plank
ensures an immediate locking
of the short sides resulting in
a seamless and strong joint.
Now all you have to do is
‘press’ the flooring boards into
place end to end. This Balterio
installation system brings userfriendliness and ease and speed
of installation.
* registered design

SCAN FOR
MORE INFO

VIEW THE
INSTALLATION VIDEO AT
WWW.BALTERIO.COM

SCAN FOR
MORE INFO

SCAN FOR
MORE INFO

Easy to maintain

A light mopping or a cleaning system with moist towels is more than enough to clean your
Balterio laminate in a minimum of time and to keep its lovely appearance for years.
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INNOVATIVE
TECHNIQUES

Balterio is a true master in reproducing nature in
all its aspects and varieties. The structures are
true to life and exceptionally innovative.

3D WOOD EFFECT
3D WOOD EFFECT

The new 3D Wood Effect emphasizes
the natural depth of the wood grains
by varying in gloss level from mat to
satin and silk.

CHROMEZONE®

CHROMEZONE®

The exclusive Chromezone®
technology enhances the True
to nature® touch by giving the
wood grains a vivid and
radiant luster on a mat surface.

TRUE TO NATURE®
TRUE TO NATURE®

The embossed in register
process gives you the feel
of a solid wood floor.

HANDSCRAPED®
HANDSCRAPED®
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The handscraped ﬁnish gives the
planks a real craftsman’s look, as
if every plank was made by hand.

NATURAL
LOOKING
V-GROOVES

SOFT
TOUCH
MAT

BRUSHED
STRUCTURE

Gives the
impression of an
authentic wood
structure and
creates a soft
mat effect with a
pleasant silky touch.

Balterio uses a unique foilband per
décor to cover the milled bevelled
edge. The decor of the foilband
on the edge matches perfectly the
decor of the plank which makes the
laminate hardly distinguishable from
real parquet floors.

Specially brushed
to emphasise the
raw wood structure
even more.

MICRO V-GROOVE

WOODGRAIN
STRUCTURE

Balterio created the subtle
micro V-groove for a unique
wood plank appearance.

Brings the effect
of a wood-ﬁbre
structure even more
to the fore.

V-GROOVE

FINE
WOODGRAIN
STRUCTURE

With the V-groove on the
sides of the plank, your floor
is hardly distinguishable from
solid parquet floors.

Creates the lifelike
effect of a woodﬁbre structure.

TRUE TILE
STRUCTURE

Reproduces the
reliëf of natural
stone perfectly.

RANDOM V-GROOVE

Milled to show the irregularities
of real wood, the random V-groove
has a very natural look.
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DIFFERENT
SIZES

The Balterio planks come in a
variety of sizes. Whether they are
wide or narrow, their quality is
simply outstanding.

STANDARD
PLANKS
Magnitude
Tradition Sapphire
Tradition Elegant
Tradition Sculpture
Tradition Quattro
Quattro Eight
Quattro Vintage
Optimum
Dolce
Senator
1261 X 189 MM
OR 1261 X 192,5 MM
OR 1257 X 190,5 MM*
* depending on the clicksystem
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blauw: pantone 281 c
CMYK: 100/72/0/38

lichtblauw: 50% van pantone 281 c
CMYK: 50/36/0/19

SHORT
& WIDE
PLANKS
Renaissance
1261 X 244 MM

NARROW
PLANKS
Stretto
1263 X 134 MM

TILES
Pure Stone
1192 X 392,5 MM

THE RIGHT FLOOR
FOR ANY TASTE
OR STYLE

Be inspired by the different interiors,
and discover practical ideas for your own
interior. This is what your living area
could look like with Balterio laminate…

DECOR: 926 SIMBA OAK
COLLECTION: TRADITION QUATTRO (P. 60)
37

MAKE YOUR
INTERIOR TOTALLY
RETRO WITH A
VINTAGE FLOOR

DECOR: 796 SANDSTORM OAK
COLLECTION: QUATTRO VINTAGE (P. 64)
FEATURE: 3D WOOD EFFECT & 4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE
UNDERLAY: COMFORTSOUND BASE
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DECOR: 580 BLACKFIRED OAK
COLLECTION: MAGNITUDE (P. 52)
FEATURE: CHROMEZONE® &
4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE
UNDERLAY: COMFORTSOUND PRO
ACCESSORY: QUARTERROUND

Natural gloss oak brings a tight interior into balance
and radiates character. The microgroove along the
planks offers a reﬁned laminate floor that is ﬁnished
right down to the ﬁnest details. Trendy and elegant.
39

The Tradition Quattro laminate collection combines tradition
and authenticity. The laminate looks like a real parquet floor.
The true-to-nature look of the laminate planks is enhanced
even more by the four-sided V-groove.
40

DECOR: 932 CORAL WHITE OAK
COLLECTION: TRADITION QUATTRO (P. 60)
FEATURE: TRUE TO NATURE® TOUCH & 4-SIDED V-GROOVE
UNDERLAY: COMFORTSOUND BASE
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A DARK FLOOR
CREATES
AN INTIMATE
ATMOSPHERE

DECOR: 516 BLACK WALNUT
COLLECTION: STRETTO (P. 66)
FEATURE: NARROW PLANKS &
4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE
UNDERLAY: COMFORTSOUND PLUS
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42

The rustic character of handworked wooden floors
is represented in the Tradition Sapphire laminate
collection. A rough plank floor and randomly chiselled
V-grooves bring back bygone nostalgia into your home.

DECOR: 791 WILD PINE
COLLECTION: TRADITION SAPPHIRE (P. 54)
FEATURE: RANDOM V-GROOVE & SOFT TOUCH MAT
UNDERLAY: COMFORTSOUND BASE
43

LAMINATE AND
UNDERFLOOR HEATING
PROVIDE ULTIMATE
COMFORT

Enjoy pure luxury. A light-coloured laminate completely opens
up the interior and makes the house seem more spacious.
Every object plays a role in creating the overall impression,
making the interior very personal. You can truly feel at home
here. The soft grey laminate, combined with an underlay that is
suitable for underfloor heating, radiates a pleasant warmth.
44

DECOR: 925 CÉVENNES OAK
COLLECTION: TRADITION QUATTRO (P. 60)
FEATURE: TRUE TO NATURE® TOUCH & 4-SIDED V-GROOVE
UNDERLAY: COMFORTSOUND PRO
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DECOR: 551 UNIVERSAL OAK
COLLECTION: SENATOR (P. 74)
FEATURE: FINE WOODGRAIN STRUCTURE
UNDERLAY: COMFORTSOUND PRO
46

DECOR: 706 BARLEY OAK
COLLECTION: STRETTO (P. 66)
FEATURE: NARROW PLANKS &
4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE
UNDERLAY: COMFORTSOUND PLUS

Stretto offers a stylish touch. The look is unique.
Narrow planks give the impression of a solid parquet
floor, while the true-to-nature design is breathtaking.
The reﬁned elegance radiates character and the
deep colours are inviting.
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LAMINATE
CREATES A WARM
AND RELAXED
ATMOSPHERE

Laminate with an aged look
and gentle tones makes the
interior timeless. The oak
floor retains a connection
with nature and creates a
relaxing atmosphere. The
ever-changing play of light
and shade creates a special
effect in the apartment’s
living space. ComfortSound
Pro dampens sound in the
corridor optimally. Calm
prevails.

DECOR: 913 MACADAMIA OAK
COLLECTION: QUATTRO VINTAGE (P. 64)
FEATURE: 3D WOOD EFFECT &
4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE
UNDERLAY: COMFORTSOUND PRO
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52

MAGNITUDE

54

TRADITION SAPPHIRE

56

TRADITION SCULPTURE

COLLECTION
Make your selection
							

58

TRADITION ELEGANT

60

TRADITION QUATTRO

62

QUATTRO EIGHT

Thanks to innovative ideas, inventive processes and eyecatching designs, Balterio offers you a wide choice from
modern patterns to true-to-nature woodgrain structures.
50

EW
N

64

QUATTRO VINTAGE

66

STRETTO

68

RENAISSANCE			

70
Be inspired. Discover our range.
Discover the different styles and
finishes of your dreams.
		 OPTIMUM

72

DOLCE

ALSO DISCOVER OUR
TRUE MATCHING®
ACCESSORIES ON P. 78
AND OUR SUBFLOORS ON P. 80

74

SENATOR

76

PURE STONE

Style. Quality. Simplicity.
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A LUXURIOUS LAMINATE FLOOR
579 OFF-WHITE OAK

MAGNITUDE

The matt-shiny laminate from the Magnitude collection not only looks like a
real oak plank floor, it feels like one too. The original Chromezone® technology*
creates a true-to-nature look and feel. A fine micro-V-groove on the four sides
of the laminate planks brings a sense of depth into your home.
* patent pending
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MAGNITUDE

557 TITANIUM OAK

579 OFF-WHITE OAK

580 BLACKFIRED OAK

581 SUPERIOR OAK

4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE
CHROMEZONE®

HDF 8 MM | 1261 X 189 MM | 9 PLANKS/PACK | 2.1449 M2 | ± 15.5 KG/PACK
ClickXpress®
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A RUSTIC LAMINATE FLOOR
791 WILD PINE

TRADITION
SAPPHIRE
54

The rustic character of handworked wooden floors is represented in the
Tradition Sapphire laminate collection. A rough plank floor and randomly
chiselled V-grooves bring back bygone nostalgia into your home. Natural
laminate with a hand-scraped structure radiates the authenticity you are
looking for.

TRADITION SAPPHIRE
1+2

503 CRAFTED OAK
1

539 OLIVE
3

1+2

1

537 WEATHERED OAK

538 IMPERIAL TEAK

3

791 WILD PINE
3

RANDOM V-GROOVE
TRUE TO NATURE® TOUCH

795 SUEDE OAK

(1)

(2)

soft
touch
(3) mat

HDF 9 MM | 1261 X 189 MM | 8 PLANKS/PACK | 1.9066 M2 | ± 15.5 KG/PACK
ClickXpress®
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467 VINTAGE OAK

TRADITION
SCULPTURE
56

A HANDCRAFTED LAMINATE FLOOR

Tradition Sculpture reflects pure craftsmanship. The natural surface of the
oak laminate planks is handcrafted down to the smallest detail. The rustic
and authentic character of this laminate is created by a rough, hand-scraped
look in combination with four-sided V-grooves.

TRADITION SCULPTURE
1+2

467 VINTAGE OAK

1+2

1+2

468 PRESTIGE OAK

2

4-SIDED V-GROOVE
HANDSCRAPED®

HDF 9 MM | 1261 X 189 MM | 8 PLANKS/PACK | 1.9066 M2 | ± 15.5 KG/PACK
ClickXpress®
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706 BARLEY OAK

TRADITION
ELEGANT
58

AN ELEGANT LAMINATE FLOOR

This laminate flooring collection makes any interior glamorous and refined.
The four-sided micro V-groove brings charisma to the collection. A modern
and elegant floor, without being overwhelming.

TRADITION ELEGANT

662 HONEY OAK

664 VOLCANO OAK

690 VANILLA OAK

692 IMPERIAL OAK

705 FROZEN OAK

706 BARLEY OAK

4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE
TRUE TO NATURE® TOUCH

HDF 9 MM | 1261 X 189 MM | 8 PLANKS/PACK | 1.9066 M2 | ± 15.5 KG/PACK
ClickXpress®
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927 YELLOWSTONE OAK

TRADITION
QUATTRO
60

A TRUE TO LIFE LAMINATE FLOOR

The Tradition Quattro laminate collection combines tradition and authenticity.
The laminate looks like a real parquet floor. The true-to-nature look of the
laminate planks is enhanced even more by the four-sided V-groove. This
collection is a true classic in the Balterio range… and in your interior.

TRADITION QUATTRO

433 LOUNGE OAK

434 COTTAGE OAK

437 LIBERTY OAK

438 LEGACY OAK

NEW

NEW

498 TASMANIAN OAK

544 SELECT WALNUT

925 CÉVENNES OAK

926 SIMBA OAK

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

927 YELLOWSTONE OAK

932 CORAL WHITE OAK

933 COLOSSEUM OAK

934 VINTAGE LEATHER OAK

4-SIDED V-GROOVE
TRUE TO NATURE® TOUCH

HDF 9 MM | 1261 X 189 MM | 8 PLANKS/PACK | 1.9066 M2 | ± 15.5 KG/PACK
ClickXpress®
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AN AUTHENTIC LAMINATE FLOOR
505 LOFT WHITE

QUATTRO
EIGHT
62

The Quattro Eight collection combines style, tradition and budget.
With its four-sided V-groove this laminate looks great in every interior.
The mat or true-to-nature finish enhances the authentic look.

QUATTRO EIGHT
2

505 LOFT WHITE
1

692 IMPERIAL OAK

1

1

538 IMPERIAL TEAK

636 BARRIQUE OAK

1

1

750 ABBEY OAK

751 FOSSIL OAK

4-SIDED V-GROOVE
TRUE TO NATURE® TOUCH

(1)

soft
touch
(2) mat

HDF 8 MM | 1261 X 189 MM | 9 PLANKS/PACK | 2.1449 M² | ± 15.5 KG/PACK
ClickXpress®

63

EW
N
919 GOLDEN CHESTNUT

QUATTRO
VINTAGE
64

A VINTAGE LAMINATE FLOOR

Quattro Vintage creates atmosphere in a home. Striking knots and small
imperfections give the laminate an aged vintage look. The gentle tones and
ever-changing play of light and shade make your home feel totally retro.
Quattro Vintage is a bold collection which radiates warmth. Installation is a
breeze with PressXpress®.

QUATTRO VINTAGE

NEW COLLECTION

NEW

NEW

NEW

796 SANDSTORM OAK

907 SHERLOCK OAK

908 LIPICA OAK

NEW

NEW

NEW

913 MACADAMIA OAK

918 GUNSMOKE CHESTNUT

919 GOLDEN CHESTNUT

3D WOOD EFFECT
4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE
TRUE TO NATURE® TOUCH

HDF 8 MM | 1257 X 190.5 MM | 9 PLANKS/PACK | 2.1551 M2 | ± 15.5 KG/PACK
PressXpress®
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516 BLACK WALNUT

STRETTO
66

A REFINED LAMINATE FLOOR

With its narrow planks, a mere 134 mm wide, Stretto creates elegance and
openness in your home. The laminate is virtually indistinguishable from a
solid wooden floor. The fine micro-V-groove on the four sides of the planks
creates the perfect finish for your laminate floor. Installation is easy: with the
DropXpress® system the laminate planks fall perfectly into place.

STRETTO

516 BLACK WALNUT

700 SELECT HICKORY

702 SUEDE HICKORY

706 BARLEY OAK

NARROW PLANKS
4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE

NARROW PLANKS

+ 4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE 134 mm

HDF 8 MM | 1263 X 134 MM | 12 PLANKS/PACK | 2.0309 M2 | ± 14.5 KG/PACK
DropXpress®
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544 SELECT WALNUT

RENAISSANCE
68

AN IMPRESSIVE LAMINATE FLOOR

The tough laminate from the Renaissance collection, with decors ranging from
light to dark, seems proof against time’s ravages. The planks are wider than
standard laminate planks. The realistic-looking structure ensures a weathered,
rugged look.

RENAISSANCE
3

328 BARN OAK
2

582 COUNTRY OAK

1

2

544 SELECT WALNUT

580 BLACKFIRED OAK

1

3

691 HARBOUR OAK

703 AGED CASTLE OAK

SHORT & WIDE PLANKS
4-SIDED V-GROOVE

SHORT & WIDE
PLANKS

(1)

(2)

(3)

brushed
structure

HDF 8 MM | 1261 X 244 MM | 8 PLANKS/PACK | 2.4615 M² | ± 17,5 KG/PACK
ClickXpress®
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437 LIBERTY OAK

OPTIMUM
70

A TIMELESS LAMINATE FLOOR

Optimum, standard laminate without fringes. It is the perfect living room floor
that creates warmth and an attractive cosiness in your interior. This collection
offers different rich, authentic decors and true-to-nature laminate planks
without grooves for a smooth spacious effect. Timeless laminate in any sense.

OPTIMUM
1

434 COTTAGE OAK

1

1

437 LIBERTY OAK

438 LEGACY OAK

1+2

467 VINTAGE OAK

TRUE TO NATURE® TOUCH
HANDSCRAPED®

(1)

(2)

HDF 8 MM | 1261 X 189 MM | 9 PLANKS/PACK | 2.1449 M² | ± 15.5 KG/PACK
ClickXpress®
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750 ABBEY OAK

DOLCE
72

A FASHIONABLE LAMINATE FLOOR

Dolce has the appearance of real parquet floor for an attractive price.
The trendy decors with true-to-nature look or matt structure bring a warm
atmosphere into your interior. Laminate planks without grooves ensure a
continuous, smooth floor in your living space. Dolce is an attractive
option for any budget, while offering that something special.

DOLCE
1

747 CONTINENTAL OAK

1

1

750 ABBEY OAK

751 FOSSIL OAK

2

754 HEMLOCK WHITE

TRUE TO NATURE® TOUCH
SOFT TOUCH MAT

(1)

(2)

soft touch mat

HDF 7 MM | 1261 X 192.5 MM | 10 PLANKS/PACK | 2.4274 M2 | ± 15.5 KG/PACK
ClickXpress®
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316 CHÂTEAU OAK

SENATOR
74

AN ALL-ROUND LAMINATE FLOOR

Senator is the ultimate all-round collection with the best price-quality ratio.
It offers a wide range of decors, some have a brushed structure, others have
a fine woodgrain finish. Senator is a basic floor with an optimal performance
for both traditional and modern interiors. It is simply a stylish and high quality
laminate for your home.

SENATOR
1

316 CHÂTEAU OAK
2

427 VENETIAN WALNUT
3

552 MANSION OAK

1

2

328 BARN OAK

424 BRUSHED OAK

1

3

499 SILK MAPLE

551 UNIVERSAL OAK

3

660 ARCTIC WOOD

(1)

brushed
structure

(2)

woodgrain
structure

(3)

fine woodgrain
structure

HDF 7 MM | 1261 X 189 MM | 10 PLANKS/PACK | 2.3832 M2 | ± 15.5 KG/PACK
ClickXpress®
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643 BELGIAN BLUE FLAMED

PURE STONE
76

A NATURAL STONE LAMINATE FLOOR

Pure Stone combines the advantages of high quality laminate with the look of
natural stone. The large laminate tiles with stylish micro-V-groove on all sides give
the impression of a real stone floor but with a pleasantly warm feeling. The tight
Pure Stone tiles suit any place in the house, including your interior.

PURE STONE

641 LIMESTONE WHITE

642 LIMESTONE TOBACCO

643 BELGIAN BLUE FLAMED

644 BELGIAN BLUE HONED

TRUE TILE STRUCTURE
4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE

true tile
structure
HDF 8 MM | 1192 X 392.5 MM | 4 PLANKS/PACK | 1.8714 M2 | ± 14 KG/PACK
ClickXpress®
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TRUE MATCHING®

ACCESSORIES
Make your selection

Balterio is a true master in the production of
true-to-nature laminate floors. This is also
reflected in the compatible matching skirting
and profiles.

The colour & print variations in the original
Balterio skirtings & profiles are exactly the
same as in the Balterio laminate floors and are
your only guarantee for a perfectly finished
Balterio laminate floor. Furthermore: Balterio
accessories have a unique ‘lacquer covering
overlay’ to make them more scratch-resistant.
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blauw: pantone 281 c
CMYK: 100/72/0/38

lichtblauw: 50% van pantone 281 c
CMYK: 50/36/0/19

QUARTERROUND
The quarterround is a beautifully
shaped skirting designed to cover
wide gaps.
2400 X 19 X 19 MM

QUARTERROUND

SCOTIA
Hides the expansion gap
between the existing skirting
board and the newly-installed
floor.
2400 X 19 X 19 MM

SCOTIA

ADAPTING PROFILE
For connecting your laminate
with lower surfaces (carpets,
linoleum,...). Includes PVC strip
for a perfect fitting.
2400 X 40 X 12 MM

ADAPTING PROFILE

CONNECTING PROFILE
Joins the laminate floor with
other floor coverings at the same
level. Includes PVC strip for a
perfect fitting.
2400 X 44 X 11.1 MM

CONNECTING PROFILE
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blauw: pantone 281 c
CMYK: 100/72/0/38

lichtblauw: 50% van pantone 281 c
CMYK: 50/36/0/19

SUBFLOORS
Make the right choice

ME

Walking
sound

NEIGHBOUR

Transmission sound

A subfloor is indispensable
when a laminate floor is
installed, it guarantees a
longer life. Each subfloor we
offer has a different function:
it levels the floor, protects
against moisture from the
ground, conducts heat and has
a sound-insulating effect.

Balterio has developed a balanced and high-performance range of subfloors ensuring
– in combination with the appropriate installation and maintenance instructions – many
years of carefree enjoyment from your Balterio laminate floor. Balterio also offers a lifetime
(limited to 33 years) warranty on the integrity of the (click) connection between the floor
panels, on condition that they have been installed on the Balterio subfloors in this catalogue.
80
blauw: pantone
pantone 281
281 cc
blauw:
CMYK:
CMYK: 100/72/0/38
100/72/0/38

lichtblauw: 50%
50% van
van pantone
pantone 281
281 cc
lichtblauw:
CMYK:
CMYK: 50/36/0/19
50/36/0/19

Choose the subfloor that suits you. The choice of subfloor depends on where the laminate floor is
to be installed. You can best choose a subfloor that dampens walking sound to ensure a pleasant
and comfortable atmosphere in the room. Choose a subfloor that reduces the transmission sound
to dampen the noise for your downstairs neighbours.

COMFORTSOUND BASE

COMFORTSOUND PLUS

COMFORTSOUND PRO

The lightweight subfloor to mute
transmission sound.

The lightweight subfloor that
levels the larger irregularities in
the floor surface and is ideally
used for rooms with a lot of traffic.

The heavyweight subfloor that
strongly dampens walking sound
and the perfect subfloor for rooms
with underfloor heating (and
cooling).

*****
LEVELLING
*****
DAMPENS TRANSMISSION SOUND
*****
DAMPENS WALKING SOUND
***
CONDUCTS HEAT
****

MOISTURE-RESISTANT

*****
LEVELLING
*****
DAMPENS TRANSMISSION SOUND
***
DAMPENS WALKING SOUND
****
CONDUCTS HEAT
***

MOISTURE-RESISTANT

THICKNESS: 2,2 MM
DIMENSIONS: 1,2 M X 10 M = 12 M2
SD-VALUE: > 100 M
TRANSMISSION SOUND: -21 DB
REFLECTED WALKING SOUND: -21 %
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH: 10,9 T/M2
HEAT CONDUCTION: R = 0,06 M2 K/W

THICKNESS: 2,5 MM
DIMENSIONS: 1 M X 12 M = 12 M2
SD-VALUE: > 100 M
TRANSMISSION SOUND: -18 DB
REFLECTED WALKING SOUND: -22 %
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH: 2,5 T/M2
HEAT CONDUCTION: R = 0,081 M2 K/W

MOISTURE-RESISTANT

*****
*****
DAMPENS TRANSMISSION SOUND
****
DAMPENS WALKING SOUND
*****
CONDUCTS HEAT
*****
LEVELLING

THICKNESS: 2,6 MM
DIMENSIONS: 1 M X 6 M = 6 M2
SD-VALUE: > 100 M
TRANSMISSION SOUND: -20 DB
REFLECTED WALKING SOUND: -29 %
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH: 24 T/M2
HEAT CONDUCTION: R = 0,01 M2 K/W

All Balterio subfloors have an integrated damp screen that offers the best protection
against rising damp. The imprint makes it easy to cut Balterio subfloors around obstacles.

COMFORT ALU TAPE
Seal all joints with Balterio Comfort Alu Tape for
firm joining between the different subfloor parts
and between the subfloor and the wall.
THICKNESS: 45

μ | DIMENSIONS: 5 CM X 50 M
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COLLECTION Make your selection
CHARACTERISTICS

blauw: pantone 281 c
CMYK: 100/72/0/38

lichtblauw: 50% van pantone 281 c
CMYK: 50/36/0/19

MAGNITUDE

TRADITION SAPPHIRE

*

*

TRADITION SCULPTURE

*

*

* soft
touch
mat

TRADITION ELEGANT

TRADITION QUATTRO
*

* soft
touch
mat

*

*

* brushed
structure

*

*

QUATTRO EIGHT

QUATTRO VINTAGE

STRETTO

RENAISSANCE

OPTIMUM

*

DOLCE

SENATOR

PURE STONE

82

* brushed
structure

* woodgrain
structure

* soft
touch
mat
* fine
woodgrain
structure
true tile
structure

WARRANTIES
THICKNESS

8 mm

CLICK
SYSTEM

ClickXpress®

RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL
USE
USE

USAGE

AC4
EN13329:2006

9 mm

ClickXpress®

AC4
EN13329:2006

9 mm

ClickXpress®

AC4
EN13329:2006

9 mm

ClickXpress®

AC4
EN13329:2006

9 mm

ClickXpress®

AC4
EN13329:2006

8 mm

ClickXpress®

AC4
EN13329:2006

8 mm

PressXpress®

AC4
EN13329:2006

NARROW PLANKS

+ 4-SIDED MICRO V-GROOVE 134 mm

8 mm

DropXpress®

AC4
EN13329:2006

SHORT & WIDE
PLANKS

8 mm

ClickXpress®

AC4
EN13329:2006

8 mm

ClickXpress®

AC4
EN13329:2006

7 mm

ClickXpress®

AC4
EN13329:2006

ClickXpress®

AC4
EN13329:2006

8 mm

ClickXpress®

AC4
EN13329:2006

* certain decors

7 mm
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Wakkensteenweg 37B - B-8710 Sint-Baafs-Vijve
80 50/36/0/19
81 - info@balterio.com - www.balterio.com
CMYK: 100/72/0/38 - T. +32 56 62CMYK:

blauw: pantone 281 c

Style. Quality. Simplicity.

5

lichtblauw: 50% van pantone 281 c

414911 037973

member of

V.U. Spanolux SA, Franky Terrijn, Wakkensteenweg 37 B, B-8710 Sint-Baafs-Vijve,
www.balterio.com | Made in Belgium

lichtblauw: 50% van pantone 281 c
CMYK: 50/36/0/19

to my home
blauw: pantone 281 c
CMYK: 100/72/0/38

Scan for
more info

Any reproduction, in whole or partly, or any support of this brochure without written approval by Spanolux div.
Balterio is forbidden. Colors and designs in this brochure might slightly vary from real product due to printing
techniques. © Spanolux SA 07/2014
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